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Thema:  Film Analysis: About a Boy  

Bestellnummer:   28476 

Kurzvorstellung des 

Materials: 

 Sie suchen Infos und Materialien zu Filmen, die Sie im Unterricht 

einsetzen wollen: Dann greifen Sie zur entsprechenden Reihe 

des School-Scout-Verlags: Sie finden dort Grundinformationen 

zum Film, eine Sequenzübersicht, die Ihnen das Auffinden ein-

zelner Filmstellen erleichtert, sowie Interpretationsansätze samt 

Arbeitsmaterialien für Ihre Schüler. 

 In diesem Fall geht es um den 2002 erschienenen Film „About a 

Boy“ (Regie Chris und Paul Weitz), der auf dem gleichnamigen 

Roman von Nick Hornby basiert. Der Film porträtiert das Thema 

des Erwachsenwerdens und hat weltweit einen riesigen Erfolg 

erzielt. Das Material ist in englischer Sprache verfasst. 

Übersicht über die 

Teile 

 General Information about the film About a Boy 

 Overview of the different scenes (sequence analysis with time 

specification) 

 Worksheet for an introductory viewing session 

 Suggestion of scenes worth being treated in class  

Information zum Do-

kument 

 Ca. 8 Seiten, Größe ca. 130 KByte 
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General Information about About a Boy 

Popularity of the Film and its Suitability as School Material 

About a Boy is the film adaption of the novel of the same name by Nick Hornby. The 

former English teacher Nick Hornby started his writing career as a journalist and pop music 

critic at several newspapers and magazines, nowadays he is a popular author whose works 

have all reached bestseller status. Among his most popular novels are Fever Pitch, High Fi-

delity, How to Be Good, 31 Songs and A Long Way Down. Most of them have already been 

made into films while some are currently in the progress of being picturized.  

The film version of About a Boy aired in 2002 and reached an instant success as it “en-

joyed the strongest opening of any British movie”
1
 that year. About a Boy is frequently rerun 

in television throughout the year. The tagline “Growing up has nothing to do with age” al-

ready hints at the reference to teenage life and adulthood which is broadly discussed in the 

movie. The film adaption is a very good example of contemporary or modern material as Nick 

Hornby is still alive and the movie treats subjects that are not necessarily bound to specific 

times or ages. Furthermore, the film differs from the novel in so far that this is worth to be 

discussed in class. However, first and foremost it is a funny movie which most pupils like. 

Subject Matter and Content 

 The plot is placed in London. While the novel specifies the exact time in which the 

story takes place, the film version does not. Nevertheless, some minor indicators hint 

at a similar time which would be the early 1990s, around 1993. 

 The plot centers around two very different protagonists. One of them is Will (played 

by Hugh Grant), a mid-thirty bachelor who lives off the copyright of a famous Christ-

mas song his father once wrote. Will basically doesn’t do anything. His life consists of 

television, pool and the seduction of single parent women. He is very much into music 

and fashion and thinks of himself as a cool guy. But while all of his friends have 

turned their backs on him, started families and have begun to work in proper jobs, Will 

is satisfied by his senseless life with constantly changing relationships that do not last 

longer than two months…   

 The second protagonist is Marcus (played by Nicholas Hoult), a twelve-year old boy 

who lives with his single parent mother Fiona. Marcus is the perfect outsider. He is not 

able to cope with his fellow pupils and due to his second hand clothes and his habit of 

singing unconsciously he is branded as a “weirdo”. Fiona doesn’t realize her son’s 

problems as she suffers from depression herself. 

                                                 

1
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/entertainment/1959728.stm 
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 Marcus and Will meet each other accidentally on the occasion of a single parent meet-

ing where Will tries to seduce Suzie, a friend of Fiona. Marcus accompanies them as 

his mother could not find the time to come. Instead Fiona tries to commit suicide, but 

fails in her attempt. This is a turning point of the film as Fiona is saved by Suzie and 

Will. Marcus therefore gets interested in Will and starts to show up at his place.  

 In the course of the film the two distinctively different characters of Will and Marcus 

help each other to cope with their rather miserable lives. Both of them start to realize 

that they have to change in order to get forward in life.  

Concerning the Emergence of the Film 

There is only little information about the sources or ideals that gave Hornby the idea to 

write About a Boy. The only references can be seen in his other novels which all have kind of 

an autobiographical character. The stories of Fever Pitch and High Fidelity for example take 

place in London, too, and reflect personal experiences of Hornby. Like About a Boy they fo-

cus on a man in his thirties who has to fight an emotional crisis or relation problems.  

The film won several awards; amongst others Hugh Grant and Nicholas Hoult were 

awarded prizes as best actors in different categories. Furthermore, it was nominated for the 

Oscar in the category of best screenplay. 

Differences Compared to the Novel 

Compared to the novel About a Boy is based on, one can spot several differences of 

which the most striking one surely is the role of Ellie, which is cut to a minimum of her origi-

nal part in the novel, and the completely different ending. In the novel there is a certain em-

phasis on the momentarily predominating movement of grunge music; especially the band 

Nirvana has a crucial influence at that time. This aspect is portrayed by Ellie who has a huge 

influence on Marcus’ personal development. Why this aspect is left out in the film, which 

touches slightly upon hip hop music instead, is a widely discussed question. One assumed 

reason is that the producers could not afford to pay the copyright for Nirvana’s music. The 

ending of the film therefore is different as it culminates in the scene where Marcus embarrass-

ingly sings “Killing me softly” in front of his whole school and Will helps him out. As a re-

sult, the development of Marcus from a typical outsider to a normal teenager raises some un-

answered questions in the end. ( There is an extra material available concerning the novel) 

The Reception of the Film 

In general, About a Boy received mainly positive film reviews though some critics re-

proached Hornby for not being able to write convincing female characters, a fact which could 

be seen in the film as well. However, the number of awards and nominations might prove the 

contrary. 
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Overview of the Different Scenes                                                         - 
- (sequence analysis with time specification) - 
0-2 : The morning of Will  

The credit sequence (presents the members and companies that are responsible for the production) is combined 

with one of the two establishing scenes (which serves as an introduction for setting, plot and characters). Will, as 

a voice-over narrator, talks about the sense of his lonely life while the reader watches his morning routine of 

getting dressed and leaving the appartment. 

3 : The morning of Marcus                                                

This time, the morning of Marcus is presented. The film makes use of a double voice-over narration as Marcus 

explains how miserable he feels about his life and his new school while one gets to know his home and how he 

dresses and cleans his hamster’s cage before leaving his home for school. 

4-6 : Bad choice for a godfather 

Will visits his friend Christine, who has two children with her husband and who asks Will to become the godfa-

ther of her daughter Imogen. Will refuses and hints at his shallow life that would have a negative impact on the 

girl. 

6-7 : Bad beginning at the new school 

Fiona walks Marcus to his new school. Just when Marcus has entered the schoolyard Fiona says that she loves 

him. Marcus is embarrassed and gets mocked by the other pupils.  

7-11 : Dating single parent mothers 

Will dates a colleague of Christine, Angie, a single parent mother with a three year old son. Will wins her atten-

tion by pretending that he loves kids (which is obviously not true as one gets to now by the voice-over that pre-

sents Will’s true thinking). We get to know the different stages of their short relationship, exemplified in short 

scenes. One day Angie breaks up with Will and Will discovers his new found desire for single parent women. 

11-13 : Fiona crying in the morning/Marcus singing at school 

.Switch over from Will to Fiona and Marcus. Fiona is crying in the morning, what according to Marcus didn’t 

happen before. She obviously suffers from depression. Marcus, in the following scene, unconsciously starts to 

sing during class, which has as a result that everybody considers him to be a weirdo, the only friend he has turn 

their backs on him and he is even more mocked by the others. 

13-17 : Single parents alone together 

In a supermarket Will coincidentally happens to find a flyer of SPAT (Single Parents Alone Together) and de-

cides to visit one of their meetings in order to get to know single mothers he can sleep with. At the meeting Will 

invents the story of a two-year-old son and that his former girlfriend has left the two of them. Though he gets 

caught up in contradictions the women believe him and Will gets closer to one woman called Suzie. In order to 

hold up his façade as father Will prepares a child car seat in his sports car. 

18-23 : A picnic with consequences 

Will and Suzi meet for a picnic with SPAT in a parc with a lake. They take Marcus with them as Fiona does not 

feel well. During the picnic Will and Suzie get to know each other and grow closer. Marcus instead doesn’t like 

Will, but when Marcus accidentilly kills a duck with his mother’s self-baked bread, Will stands up for him. At 

the end of the scene Marcus has a vision of his mother waving him goodbye from the other side of the lake. 

23-26 : Suicide attempt 

When Suzi and Will come back from the picnic to bring Marcus back hom,e they discover that Fiona has at-

tempted to commit suicide by taking sleeping pills. They rush her to a hospital and she survives. For the time of 

her recovery Marcus stays with Suzi while Will is driving home alone. He is quite untouched by the tragedy of 

Marcus and Fiona. 

27-29 : A back-up plan 

The next day Fiona comes back home from the  hospital. Marcus confronts her with the suicide note she intend-

ed to leave for him. Fiona assures him of feeling better at the moment but for Marcus that’s not enough; he starts 

to think that two people are too few to take care for each other. 

30-32 : Dividing life into units 

In this sequence the viewer gets to know about Will’s everyday life. The voice-over comments on how Will 

passes the day by playing snooker, styling, and watching game shows. He divides these activities into units of 

half an hour and he has his days all planned to the minute. Suddenly Marcus calls and talks Will into a lunch 

with him and his mother. 
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Worksheet for an introductiory viewing of About a Boy 

Of course, it is impossible to watch the film and to describe or to analyse it at the same 

time. However, it can be helpful to focus on certain aspects which are worth talking 

about afterwards. This survey therefore includes some suggestions and recommenda-

tions. It is self-evident that own ideas can be added to it. 

Please take some notes while watching the film. 

 

1. What function does the double voice-over narration have in the beginning of the film? 

 

 

 

 

2. Why does Will refuse to become Imogen’s godfather? 

 

 

 

 

3. Why do the other pupils make fun of Marcus? 

 

 

 

 

4. Do you think it is a coincidence that the single parent meeting is called SPAT which is the past participle of 

(to) spit? 

 

 

 

 

5. How does Will spend a normal day in the beginning of the film? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Looking at Marcus in the last scene, what has changed? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Thema:  Infos und Materialien zur Filmanalyse: Die Truman 
Show (engl.) 

TMD: 28032  

Kurzvorstellung des 

Materials: 

 Sie suchen Infos und Materialien zu Filmen, die Sie im Unterricht 

einsetzen wollen: Dann greifen Sie zur entsprechenden Reihe 

des School-Scout-Verlages: Sie finden dort Grundinformationen 

zum Film, eine Sequenzübersicht, die Ihnen das Auffinden 

einzelner „Filmstellen“ erleichtert sowie Interpretationsansätze 

sowie Arbeitsmaterialien für Ihre Schüler. 

 In diesem Fall geht es um Peter Weirs Film „Die Truman Show“, 

der über den Werdegang eines Individuums in einer für ihn 

kreierten Seifenoper handelt. Das Material ist auf Englisch 

geschrieben und untersucht die englische Version des Films. 

Übersicht über die 

Teile 

 General Information 

o Topic and content core  

o The sourrunding field of the movie 

 Sequence overlook (with timeline information) 

 Detailed analysis and description of the first 30 minutes of the 

movie 

 Worksheet for an approach to the movie 

 References to special parts of the movie that help to analyse it 

Information zum 

Dokument 

 Approx. 10 pages, 159 kb 

  



Zu diesem Material und seinem Ansatz 

Filme in der Schule – zwischen Anspruch und Wirklichkeit 

Das Zeigen und Besprechen von Filmen ist schon seit langem eine von vielen Möglichkeiten, 

im Unterricht Medien einzusetzen. In den letzten Jahren, wenn nicht inzwischen Jahrzehnten 

ist zudem immer stärker deutlich geworden, dass besonders Spielfilme eine eigene Gattung 

sind, die auch eigene Zugänge und Analysemethoden verlangen. Dementsprechend spielen sie 

auch in den Richtlinien eine große Rolle – bis hin zum Einsatz im Abitur. 

 

In der Praxis ist das nicht in gleicher Weise so: Das hängt zum 

Teil damit zusammen, dass die Ausbildung der Lehrer im 

Bereich der Analyse und Interpretation von Filmen immer noch 

nicht in allen Fällen optimal ist. Vor allem ist die Spannweite 

zum Teil zu groß zwischen der Ebene der Cineasten und der der 

einfachen Nutzer, zu denen gerade die Schüler zunächst einmal 

gehören. 

 

Besonders die scheinbare „Leichtigkeit des Dabeiseins“ im Film vergrößert natürlich auch die 

Gefahr, ihn im Unterricht einfach nur einzusetzen und bei der genaueren Betrachtung und 

Auswertung Abstriche zu machen. 

Die Angebote des School – Scout - Verlags im Bereich „Film“ 

Der School – Scout - Verlag hat es sich zum Ziel gesetzt, ganz praktisch einsetzbare Hilfen 

bereitzustellen: Dabei geht es weniger um die Ausbildung zum Nachwuchskameramann oder 

gar Regisseur, auch nicht um die letzten Feinheiten der Filmästhetik, sondern darum, zum 

einen Verständnis für die ganz eigene Darstellungsweise und Formensprache eines Filmes zu 

wecken, d.h. ihn herauszulösen aus den „naiven“ Rezeptionsweisen des ungeschulten (wenn 

auch häufig glücklichen) Kino- oder Fernsehzuschauers. 

Zum anderen sollen ganz praktische Hilfen angeboten werden: Das beginnt bei einer 

Sequenzübersicht, die es Lehrern wie Schülern erlaubt, schnell eine bestimmte Stelle im Film 

zu finden (besonders wichtig, wenn man 90 oder noch mehr Minuten dauernde Filme unter 

den Bedingungen des Unterrichts sinnvoll einsetzen will), geht über zu Arbeitsblättern, die 

das gezielte Sehen und Verstehen unterstützen und endet nicht unbedingt bei detaillierten 

Szenenanalysen, die auch sehr gut als Basis für eine Klassenarbeit oder Klausur verwendet 

werden können. 

Darüber hinaus werden Filme natürlich auch als Kunstprodukte verstanden mit einer eigenen 

Intentionalität und einem Sinnpotenzial, das über entsprechende Verweise erschlossen werden 

kann. 



General information: „The Truman Show“ 
 
The movie “The Truman Show”, which was released in 1998 and directed by Peter Weir, 

deals with the story of Truman Burbank (Jim Carrey), who lives in a constructed TV reality 

soap opera about his life, without knowing it. During the movie he starts to realize that his 

whole reality is faked and begins to emancipate himself from this reality. 

This movie is important for German lessons because it shows the possibility of an individual 

to look behind his own reality. Furthermore, the movie critizises society and modern TV 

shows, because it displays the tendencies of the media to destroy the life of an individual. 

 

General topic and content core 

 The movie takes place in “Seaheaven” which is an artificial city, surrounded by water. 

This city exists under a giant dome which is called “OmniCam Ecosphere Facility” 

and lays on the top of the Hollywood Hills. Some parts of the movie take place in 

different areas of the world where audiences or protesters of the show are portrayed. 

 Truman Burbank is part of this artificial town since he was born. He was adopted by 

the TV Company. The boss of this company is called Christof.  

 Truman is observed by over five thousand cameras. The movie starts at day 10.909 

when the protagonist is nearly thirty years old. 

 Burbank is a character of different feelings. On the one hand he likes his safe reality, 

but on the other hand he has a strong need to explore the world. The producers want to 

prevent him from going away on his own or even thinking of another reality, because 

this would crash the TV show.  

 Christof and his colleagues created a situation in which Truman is kept imprisoned by 

his fears: His father drowned during a boat trip when he was a small child. 

Furthermore, he fears to fly and so he stays in “Seaheaven”. Even local media 

empowers the qualities of staying at home.  

 Different things happen that lead Truman to mistrust his reality: A light, which was 

supposed to be a star, falls off the dome. Furthermore, the protagonist also sees a man 

who seems to be his dead father and all in all he falls in love with a woman who tries 

to tell him that he is part of a TV show. 

 Burbank realizes that even the persons in his familiar surrounding field act strangely. 

He flees with a small boat.   

 Christof creates a big storm while Truman is at sea. The protagonist keeps on fighting 

against his fears and the water until he is able to sail to the end of his artificial world. 

 

The surrounding field of the movie 

The movie questions the role of an individual in the media orientated world. 

Originally, Michael Jackson was the inspiration to the idea of the film, said Peter Weir in 

2002 during an interview. 

At first, Andrew Niccol was planned to be the director, because he also created the script. 

Nevertheless, after Jim Carrey was engaged for the main role for a fee of twelve million 

dollars, the producers changed to Peter Weir who is more professional. He also directed the 

movie “Dead Poets Society”. 

“The Truman Show” was the first serious role for Jim Carrey after movies like “Cable Guy” 

or “Ace Ventura”. 



Initially, Dennis Hopper was meant to be the figure of Christof. 

 

Special facts about the names 

Every street name refers to real actors in Hollywood. For example, there is a “Barrymore 

Road” or a “Lancaster Square”. 

Furthermore, the names of the figures are speaking names. 

 Truman – This name can be divided into “True” and “Man”, which means that 

Truman Burbank is the only real person in his reality. 

 Meryl – Truman’s wife Meryl is merely an actor who doesn’t feel love for him. 

 Cristof – He is the creator of Truman’s universe and his name therefore hints at 

Christ. 

 

Awards 

 All in all, the movie was nominated for six golden globes and three Oscars. He was 

awarded three Golden Globes in different categories. 

 -Ed Harris was nominated for the Oscar as “Best supporting actor”. Peter Weir was 

nominated for “best direction” and Andrew Niccol for “best original script”. 

 -Burkhard Dallwitz and Phillip Glass, who created the music for „The Truman Show“, 

also won a Golden Globe. 



Sequence overlook 

 
0:00:00 - 00:02:30 Establishing Shot:  

Montage: character names and their actors are shown, alternately with some statements about The 

Truman Show. Piano music in the background. 

 
0:02:30 – 0:05:30 Introducing Truman:  

Different camera perspectives show Truman’s morning routine. A light is falling from heaven nearly 

hitting the protagonist. Wide shot showing parts of the town. Piano music in the background. Truman 

is interacting with people on the streets who all seem to know him well. 

 

0:05:30 – 0:07:30 Truman’s Workplace:  

Truman searches for a woman by telephone. He believes her to be on Fiji Island. Conversation with 

his boss.  

 

0:07:30 – 0:09:00: On the Harbour:  

Truman pays for a ticket to ride a ferry to another area. His fear of water is shown by different camera 

perspectives and dark sound effects. Truman decides not to ride the ferry. 

 

0:09:00 – 0:11:30 Truman’s private life:  

Truman’s woman Meryl is introduced. Wide shot over his neighbourhood. Cut. Truman’s best friend 

Marlon is introduced. They play golf on a bridge. Conversation. Wide shot of the moon and the sea. 

Cut. 

 

0:11:30 – 0:13:30: The Death of Truman’s father:  

Truman is sitting thoughtfully and alone at the shore. Flashback: Montage: The death of Truman’s 

father at sea during a boat trip and Truman’s emotions while thinking of it. Dramatic and sad music. 

Rain over Truman’s head which is following him. Rain everywhere. Truman is running home. 

 

0:13:30 – 0:14:30 Truman and his wife:  

Discussion between the Protagonist and his wife about life and plans. Cut. A statement by two 

spectators of the show. 

 

0:14:30 – 0:17:30 Truman sees his father:  

Wide shot over whole “Seaheaven”. Piano music. Truman’s morning routine again, interrupted by 

Truman seeing a bum who looks like his father. The man gets carried into a bus by three people. 

Dramatic music. Truman runs after the bus. Cut. Discussion between the protagonist and his mother 

about this experience. 

 

0:17:30 – 0:28:00 Trumans memories:  

In the cellar, Truman is looking at pictures of himself and his father. Conversation with his wife 

Meryl. Cut. Two spectators of the show are shown.  

Flashback: Truman gets to know Meryl. Another woman, that is fascinating him more than Meryl is 

shown. Cut. Truman and Meryl dancing at some party. The other woman catches his look and gets 

forced away by some men. Cut. Truman, Meryl and Marlon in the library. Truman gets to know the 

women’s name (Lauren), before they both go to the beach. Piano music. Lauren tells him that the 



Arbeitsblatt zur Einführung in den Film „The Truman Show“ 

Es ist klar, dass man nicht gleichzeitig einen Film „gucken“ und ihn 

beschreiben oder gar analysieren kann. Dennoch kann es hilfreich sein, wenn 

man sich am Anfang schon auf einige Dinge konzentriert, über die man 

nachher sprechen kann. Deshalb enthält dieser Beobachtungsbogen ein paar 

Anregungen und Vorschläge. Selbstverständlich kann das durch eigene Ideen 

ergänzt werden. Bitte notiere Dir zu den Punkten kurz ein paar Stichwörter. 

 

1. Does Truman Burbank know that he is part of a show about his life? Is he also an actor? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What makes Truman stay in his hometown “Seaheaven”? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How do you judge the behaviour of the people who are near to Truman? 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Which feelings does the protagonist have for Lauren? 

 

 

 

 

5. Compare Truman’s behaviour towards Lauren to his behaviour towards his wife Meryl. 
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Thema:  Infos und Materialien zur Filmanalyse: „Bend it like 
Beckham“ 

TMD: 35551 
 

Kurzvorstellung des 

Materials: 

 Sie suchen Infos und Materialien zu Filmen, die Sie im Unterricht 

einsetzen wollen: Dann greifen Sie zur entsprechenden Reihe des 

School-Scout-Verlages: Sie finden dort Grundinformationen zum 

Film, eine Sequenzübersicht, die Ihnen das Auffinden einzelner 

„Filmstellen“ erleichtert, sowie Interpretationsansätze und 

Arbeitsmaterialien für Ihre Schüler. 

 In diesem Fall geht es um den 2002 erschienenen Film „Bend it 

like Beckham“, der vor allem die globale, multikulturelle Welt in 

den Vordergrund rückt. 

Übersicht über die Teile  General informatione 

 Clash of Civilisations 

 Critics 

 The Story 

 Sequence Overview 

 Bend it like Beckham im Unterricht 

 Weiterführende Literatur 

 Worksheet 

 Important passages 

Information zum 

Dokument 

 Ca.  9 Seiten, Größe ca. 180 Kbyte 

SCHOOL-SCOUT – 

schnelle Hilfe  

per E-Mail 

SCHOOL-SCOUT  Der persönliche Schulservice 
Internet: http://www.School-Scout.de 

E-Mail: info@School-Scout.de 
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 General information 

'The film „Bend it like Beckham“ (German Title: „Kick it like Beckham“) was produced and  

directed by Gurinder Chadha in the year 2002. Effects and music are the result of Craig 

Pruess´ work. The two main characters (Jess and Jules) are played by Parminder Nagra and 

Keira Knightley. Although there is also a book titled „Bend it like Beckham“ the film is much 

more known and is in fact one of the films concerning postcolonialism. 

 Clash of civilisations 

The film illustrates the differences between the Indian and the English or Western Culture. 

Jess is a girl, who does not accept the Indian rules ( stated by her parents) while she is living 

in London. She wants to fulfill her dream and she wants to have a relationship with a western 

boy. In Contrast to that her sister Pinky is very traditional and acts as her parents want her to. 

She is supported by her mother while her father shows more and more respect to Jess´ ideas. 

So the film is a good example to show up the problems of mixed cultures and one can 

understand how important it is to respect the other culture and cultural traditions in such a 

globalized world we are living in. 

 Critics 

This film is very popular and acts as a example of multiculturalism. There are many reviews 

on the film. The BBC comments on the film in a very good summarizing way:  

„Following on from the success of her earlier comedies "Bhaji on the Beach" and "What's 

Cooking?", Gurinder Chadha turns this British-Asian film about a clash between traditional 

values and the modern world into a fantastic feelgood movie. Chock full of wonderful 

characters - Jess' long-suffering mother, her promiscuous sister, and her fellow teammates - 

"Beckham" is a real crowd-pleaser. Although it's set up as an Asian comedy in the "East is 

East" mould, it's also a great football movie, with some hilariously surreal on-pitch moments 

(readying herself for a vital free-kick, Jess watches aghast as the wall of defenders transforms 

into a line of sari-wearing relatives, all desperately trying to put her off).“ 

Here it becomes obvious that the film contains many elements that can be discussed. „Bend it 

like Beckham“ is a football film, a culture film, a film about the rights of women and also a 

romantic film. So one is not surprised that the film is very well known and popular. 

 The Story 

Jess is an 18-year-old Indian girl living in London. Her family cam to the United Kingdom as 

immigrants and both work at the Airport. Jess´ parents want Jess to become a physician after 

she has studied. But Jess dreams of becoming a professional football player. David Beckham 

is her idol. She is very enthusiastic and plays football with her friends in the park. She starts 

playing in a football team. While her parents want her to help in the household and to live a 

traditional life but Jess wants to play football and to be a modern Indian girl.  

Jess´ parents find out that her daughter is playing football in a team and Jess is banned from 

playing. When there is a tournament in Hamburg Jess joins her team without talking to her 

parents. But her parents find out that she went to Hamburg and become more strict. So Jess is 

not allowed to think about football anymore. When Jess is celebrating her sisters wedding her 
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father, who now accepts his daughters wishes, suddenly allows her to take part in the final 

game of her football team. Finally the team wins the match and Jess and her friend Jules are 

offered a scholarship for football in America. So Jess´ wish to become a professional player is 

becoming true in the end. 

  

 Sequence Overview  

 

 1. Sequence [00:00-00:02]: Jess´ dream 

Jess is dreaming of playing football for Manchester United, David Beckham's club. Then her 

mother wakes her up to help in the kitchen. 

 2. Sequence [00:02-00:07]:  A day with Jules 

Jess and her friend Jules go shopping in the city. There they play football with boys. When 

she is back home, Jess is thinking about the differences between girls and boys possibilities 

to fulfill their dreams. 

 3. Sequence [00:07-00:09]: Party preparation 

Pinky, Jess' sister,  is going to marry and so Mr. Bhamra and Jess have to prepare the house 

for the big party.  

 4. Sequence[00:09-00:15]: The football team 

Jess is asked to join the football team by Jules. Joe, the coach is really happy seeing Jess´ 

talent and hearing that she wants to become a professional football player. 

When Jules is playing football with her father, her mother states, that Jules is treated like a 

boy by her father. 

 5. Sequence [00:15-00:22]: Jess´s mother 

Jess is given sportswear by Joe and she is very proud wearing the cloths while playing 

football. Again the girls go to the park. Jess´ mother sees her daughter, so she is forced to 

come home. Jess´ mother says that football is not a sport for girls. 

 6. Sequence [00:22-00:29]: The club house 

Jess does not want to play football against their family´s will but her friend can persuade her. 

Being home Jess starts cooking. Pinky knows that her sister is playing football again. 

In a club house Jules tries to kiss the team coach Joe. 

 

7. Sequence[00:29-00:31]: Shopping 
 

Pinky´s wedding is being prepared. Jess is meant to buy shoes for the party, but she buys new 

football shoes. So her parents are very upset. 

 8. Sequence[00:31-00:34]: Flirting      

Jess and Jules talk about football and they begin to flirt.  

 9. Sequence[00:34-00:40]: Jess´s sister 

Jess and Jules meet at a bus stop.  
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 Worksheet: „Bend it like Beckham“ 

Um die Analyse des Films zu erleichtern, ist es hilfreich, wenn du dich auf diese Fragen 

während des Films konzentrierst und dir Notizen machst. Dieser Beobachtungsleitfaden, 

soll dir also ein Grundgerüst bieten. 

 
1. What is the function of music in the film? 

 

 

 

2. How is Jess, the main character, introduced? 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How should Jess  be in her parents´ view? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.  What is the difference between Jess  and her sister? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Why does  Jess´ father allow her to join the team? 

 

 

 

6. Why are the actors dancing and singing in the end? 
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General Information: “The Matrix” 
 
The movie “The Matrix”, which was released in 1999 and directed by the Wachowski 

brothers (Larry and Andy Wachowski), deals with the story of a future society where the 

“reality” in which mankind beliefs to life is actually “The Matrix”. This Matrix is a simulated 

reality created by machines in order to control the human population and lifestyle, while the 

body of every person is used as an energy source. During the movie the main character “Neo” 

(who is a computer programmer and hacker) becomes part of a group of rebels and all 

together they start to fight against the machines. 

The movie is important for lessons in school, because it questions fundamental aspects of 

human life and also deals with philosophical ideas. These important contents go along with an 

exciting storyline, interesting special effects and furious fighting scenes, so the pupils won’t 

get bored and stay focused during the movie. 

 
 
Important information needed to understand the movie 

 The movie takes place in different reality levels. First one is “The Matrix”, an artificial 

reality created by the machines, second one is the real world, where the rebels 

managed to get a base from where they are able to enter and leave The Matrix to fight 

against their enemies. The rebellion force also created a few of their own computer 

programs which they use for training. 

 It is important to know certain things to understand all aspects of the movie. The 

Matrix as a virtual reality is programmed by the machines and everybody who lives in 

the Matrix is unaware of living in a simulation. The body of every individual is placed 

in a pod, where it is grown since birth, gets fed and held alive while the mind lives in 

the Matrix. The heat of the bodies is used by the machines to keep running. 

 

The rebels have managed to free some humans from their pods (during the movie also 

the main character “Neo” gets freed) and because The Matrix is only a computer 

program they found a possibility to hack it and get in and out at will. The rebels enter 

the Matrix in the same way as they did when they were unaware of this faked reality, 

but with the knowledge that the Matrix is only a computer program, the freed humans 

can use their will and their changed mind state to break the naturals laws of this 

simulation. That’s the reason why they are able to fly, to jump very far or to run fast. 

Only their knowledge and their self confidence make this possible. 

Yet, one problem exists: If the mind, which is in the Matrix, gets hit or shoot too hard 

the body reacts, as if it would happen in reality. So if you die in the Matrix the body in 

the real world also dies. 

 

 

General topic and content core 

 Computer programmer Thomas A. Anderson (Keanu Reeves) leads a double-life. On 

the one hand he is doing his job at the firm, on the other hand he is a professional 

hacker called “Neo” who is doing cyber crimes for payment. 

 Since years, he is aware that something is missing or wrong in his life, so he spends all 

of his free time searching the internet for the leader of a mysterious underground 

movement. Neo is watched and followed by the Secret Service which wants to catch 

him and put him in jail because of his knowledge. 

 During the movie the protagonist gets in touch with Trinity (Carrie-Anne Moss) and 

Morpheus (Laurence Fishburne), who offer him the answer to his question “What is 



the Matrix?” Neo accepts to leave his old life as Thomas Anderson, swallows a red 

pill and wakes up in the real world. He realizes lying in a liquid filled pod, his body is 

connected with wires and while looking around Neo sees millions of people in 

identical pods sharing his fate. 

 The connections are cut and the protagonist is rescued by Morpheus who takes him to 

the hovercraft of the rebels to explain the situation: 

It is the year 2199, the rest of the mankind who is not part of the Matrix fights a war 

against machines which where build in the early twenty-first century. Morpheus says 

that the artificial intelligence went out of control and the robots and machines started a 

fight against the humans. The mankind decided to create thick dark clouds in the sky 

in attempt to cut of the solar power for the machines. The plan failed and the robots 

responded by slaving nearly all human beings and using them as an energy source. 

Furthermore, they created a computer program (“The Matrix”), connected the brains 

and minds to it, so the humans perceive this fake reality while feeding the machines 

with power from their body heat. 

 The rebels have managed to write a computer hack so they can go in and out of the 

Matrix-program whenever they want. Within the Matrix the free people use their 

understanding of its nature as a simulation to break the natural and physic laws: They 

are able to fly, learn martial arts within seconds and have all in all superhuman 

abilities. 

 Morpheus beliefs in the appearing of “The One” who is able to end the war between 

men and machine because of his limitless control over the Matrix. Furthermore, he 

hopes and believes that Neo be this person. During the movie, Morpheus gets caught 

by Agent Smith and the protagonist decides to free him. In a furious fight with 

stunning special effects he reaches his goal and during the fight with Agent Smith 

(who is the strongest person in the Matrix) he gets total control over the simulation. 

 It turns out that he is “The One”, the person who will save the world from the 

machines and end the dictatorship of the Matrix’ simulation.  

 

 

Influences and interpretation 

The anime “Ghost in the Shell” by Mamoru Oshii had a strong influence on the Wachowski 

brothers. They wanted to transfer the whole feeling of the anime as well as the fighting scenes 

into a movie with real actors. Another striking film for the Wachowskis from the cyberpunk-

genre was the movie “Megazone 23” from 1985. “The Matrix” was also a start-up for the 

choreographer Yuen Woo, who coordinated the fighting scenes of the movie. 

 

The “bullet-time” concept had been used in other movies like in the opening scene of 

“Password Swordfish”. Also, it has been used in comedy movies like “Scary Movie” or 

“Shrek” as well as in an episode of “Family Guy” and “The Simpsons”. 

 

Another striking characteristic of the film is its philosophical content. The whole discussion 

about reality is similar to Plato’s allegory of the cave and you can see aspects of Nihilism in 

some of Morpheus’ quotes. The plot is an analogy to both the Old and New Testament. 

 

The code that represents the Matrix itself is shown as green characters flowing from top to 

bottom over computer screens. It includes mirrored Japanese letters and numerals (Katakana, 

Hiragana and Kanji), which are often used in science fiction movies to make text parts look 

futuristic. 

 



 

When the characters of the movie are inside the Matrix there is a predomination of green 

colours, while being in the real world the colours blue and grey prevail. This shows a 

distinction of the two worlds and helps to create a cold and artificial atmosphere.  

 

Franchise 

After the box-office success of “The Matrix” the Producers decided to shoot “Matrix 

Reloaded” and “Matrix Revolutions” to complete the whole story in a trilogy. Both movies 

where filmed during one shoot and released in two parts in the year 2003. There was also an 

anime version of the movie which is called “Animatrix”; it was released on the internet (for 

free) and was shown in some cinemas in the USA and Europe. 

 

Furthermore, two computer games where published: “Enter the Matrix” (2004) and “The 

Matrix Online” (2005), which continue the storyline right where “Matrix Revolutions” ended. 

In the same year, the game-industry released “The Matrix: Path of Neo”, which focuses on 

certain situations of Neo’s Journey.  

 

 

Casting and production 

At first, actor Will Smith was asked to play the role of Neo but while also being a main 

character in “Wild Wild West”, he was afraid that the large amount of work could have a bad 

influence to his skills as an actor. Because of that, the role was offered to Keanu Reeves, who 

accepted, which was a very important step for him to become famous as an actor. 

 

The Matrix was the first movie using the “bullet-time” effect, which means that the 

movements of the person are slowed down and the audience can follow the bullets while the 

camera is circulating through the scene.  

 

The movie was shot with a budget of 63,000,000$ and in return the movie brought in 

460,379,930$.  

 

 

Awards 

“The Matrix” was very successful in getting prices and awards, especially in categories 

referring to technique: best film editing, best sound effects editing, best visual effects, and 

best sound. Furthermore, it won the Academy Award for Visual Effects (first film being better 

than “Star Wars”). In the year 1999, it also won the Saturn Award for Best Direction and Best 

Science Fiction Film. 

 

The MTV Movie Awards 2000 nominated and voted the movie as “best movie” and voted 

“best fighting scene”. Furthermore, Keanu Reeves was awarded “Best Actor”, while Carrie-

Anne Moss won “Best film debut” at the British Empire Awards. 

 

 

 

 

 



Sequence overview 
 
0:00:00 – 0:01:30 Establishing Sequence: A computer code transforms into “The 
Matrix” line. Zoom on the green computer code; in the background: Voices of people 
communicating. The camera zooms near some parts of the code and after that flies 
through a deep technological structure all in green. A dark sound is growing while a 
light tunnel is getting bigger. 
 
0:01:30 – 0:06:30 Fighting and fleeing: Fade-In from white: The camera follows a 
group of approaching policemen. They enter a room with force, pointing their 
weapons at the back of a woman who is sitting in the room.  
Montage: Happenings inside the room and outside of the building: Conversation 
between a police officer and some agents and fighting scenes between the woman 
and the officers. Many special effects are used; the woman seems to have 
supernatural abilities. Montage: Perspective of the woman, mixed up with a new unit 
of policemen and the agents approaching. They are all part of a chasing scene. The 
whole scene is situated at the roofs of a city and in the background the audience can 
hear dramatic music. Some parts are shown in slow-motion. In the end the women 
enters a public telephone while some agents try to kill her with a truck; she picks up 
the phone and is gone. Frog perspective on the agents. They talk about their next 
target “Neo”. Zoom on the telephone, rising music and artistic fade-over to the 
computer screen of an unknown man. 
 
0:06:30 – 0:12:00 Presentation of the protagonist: A sleeping man is shown from 
different perspectives: close-up, tracking shot of the mess in his room from an aerial 
view. Music in the background.  
Montage: Words appearing on the computer screen and the reaction of the 
protagonist is shown. The music is rising up and cut by a knocking on the door. 
Conversation between Neo and some cyberpunks at the door with a shoot-shoot 
technique. They take him to a party. Cut. Party-scene: Dark electro music in the 
background. The camera is doing a tracking shot showing the party people. Dialogue 
between Neo and Trinity. She is warning him of a danger and tells him that he will 
soon find the answer to all of his mind-blowing questions. 
 
0:12:00 – 0:17:00 Happenings at work: Neo wakes up railing and goes to work. At 
work: Dialogue between Neo (whose name is “Thomas Andersson” in this scene) and 
his boss: Shoot-shoot technique. Cut. Long shot on Neo’s office. He gets a packet 
which contains a ringing cell phone. He answers the call and has a conversation with 
Morpheus. Neo is followed by some Agents while Morpheus leads his escape. In the 
end he fails and gets caught by the men. Most of the scene is shown from the frog 
perspective or in a close-up of the protagonist’s face. 
 
0:17:00 – 0:21:30 The interrogation: Zoom on many computer screens showing the 
protagonist sitting in a sulky room. The camera goes inside the room and Neo is 
surrounded by some agents. Dialogue between Neo and an agent: shoot-shoot-
technique. They are blustering each other. Suddenly skin is closing the mouth of Neo 
and the agent inserts a small robot which is entering the protagonists stomach. Cut. 
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General Information: “American Beauty” 
 
The movie “American Beauty”, which was released in 1999 and directed by Sam Mendes, 

deals with the life of Lester Burnham who tells his own story post mortem in a retrospective 

of one year.  

At first sight, Lester Burnham lives the American Dream. He lives in a pricey estate 

with his wife Carolyn and his daughter Jane. But Lester´s life is not as perfect as it seems. His 

marriage has been broken for years and his relationship with his daughter has been more than 

frozen. His state of lethargy suddenly changes when he meets Jane´s friend Angela at a 

basketball game and he starts having erotic dreams about her and getting in shape for this 

young girl. Furthermore, he starts smoking marihuana again that he buys from Ricky Fitts, the 

new boy next door who has just moved in with his family. Ricky´s father is a former US 

soldier, who is very conservative, totally homophobic and who controls his son by demanding 

a urine example every six months. He doesn´t know that Ricky´s main source of income is 

selling drugs. Ricky and Jane are becoming friends which Angela doesn´t accept. Angela is 

presented as a very arrogant, self-involved girl who incorporates the image of a “Lolita”. 

Meanwhile, Carolyn is having an affair with a colleague.  

In the end, everything results in a total chaos. Frank Fitts, who had falsely interpreted 

a scene of Lester and Ricky who are smoking a joint in a sexual way walks towards Lester 

and kisses him. Lester rejects him and Frank leaves. Later, Lester finds Angela who just had a 

fight with Jane and Ricky. They are kissing and Angela admits that she is still a virgin. Lester 

stops and they are talking with each other. Angela tells him that Jane is in love. While Angela 

is in the bathroom, Lester looks at an old family picture. At this moment, Frank shoots Lester. 

Lester says that he is not angry or sad about his death, but instead grateful for his little life.   

 
 

General topic and content core 

 The movie is a socio-critical drama that very ironically and satirically criticises the 

American Dream. Lester Burnham and his family represent the modern American 

Dream, but this is only a facade.  

 It also deals with individuals that are on the verge of going crazy. Everyone pretends 

to be someone or something else.  

 

Awards 

“American Beauty” was very successful in getting prices and awards, especially in categories 

referring to acting and directing. It won Academy Awards for Best Actor (Kevin Spacey), 

Best Director, Best Film, Best Camera and Best Screenplay. In 2000 it won a Golden Globe 

for Best Film (drama), Best Director and Best Screenplay.   
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Sequence overview 
 
0:00:17 – 0:01:02 Medium Shot:  A half-naked girl with a towel around her body 
speaks to the camera about her father who should be a role model. Another voice 
from the back is asking if he should kill her father whereas she answers with yes. 
Change to medium shot.  
 
0:01:03 – 0:01:38 Establishing shot and high angle: The title “American Beauty” 
appears.  A nice estate is shown. Music plays. Voice from the off: a man introduces 
himself as Lester Burnham, his street and his life. He tells the viewer that he is 42 
years old and that he would be dead in less than a year.   
 
0:01:40 – 0:3:33 Presentation of the protagonists: Full shot and high angle view: 
Lester Burnham is lying in a bed and wakes up. Cut to American shot: Lester is 
taking a shower and masturbates. The different takes are accompanied by the voice 
of Lester Burnham from the off. Cut to close-up from a rose and change to medium 
shot of his wife Carolyn. Some long shots are following in which Carolyn takes care 
of the flours and the neighbours, a gay couple, are introduced. Carolyn talks to one of 
them and one can see Lester in the background watching her through the window. 
The camera zooms in towards Lester. Cut to medium shot of his daughter, Jane, who 
is the girl from the first sequence.  
 
0:03:33 – 0:03:53 Car drive: Long shot: The family is driving to school and work 
together. Carolyn is waiting impatiently. First the daughter appears, and then Lester 
whose briefcase opens and some papers are falling out of the case. Change to 
medium shot of his wife who is looking at him in disgust as he, additionally, says that 
his wife and daughter think that he is a looser. 
   
0:03:54 – 0:04:12 Describing his life: Medium shot of the family who is sitting in the 
car. The mother drives, the daughter sits on the passenger seat and Lester is in the 
back row and sleeps. Change to close-up of Lester´s face who describes his state as 
being sedated. Change to tracking shot showing the trees they are passing. His voice 
from the off accompanies the whole sequence. He cannot remember since when he 
has started to feel so sedated, but says that it´s never too late to get your life back.  
 
0:04:13 – 0:05:57 At the office: Medium shot of a computer. Lester´s face is 
reflected in the computer´s monitor. Change to a long shot showing an open-plan 
office. Change to an American shot showing Lester sitting in a cube and talking to a 
customer. Change to American shot from a low angle of a man coming closer to 
Lester. The man, whose name is Brad and obviously his boss, asks him to have a 
conversation with him. The conversation takes place in Brad´s office and is depicted 
through quick changes between medium shots of Brad from a low angle shot and full 
shots of Lester from high angle view who is sitting in a chair in distance to Brad´s 
table. Brad stands up after the second change. The conversation is about cuts that 
have to be made in the company and Lester becomes very angry because some 
people in the company have spent money on paying call-girls. He finally gives in 
because Brad tells him that this is his final chance.  
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Arbeitsblatt zur Einführung in den Film „American Beauty 

Es ist klar, dass man nicht gleichzeitig einen Film „gucken“ und ihn beschreiben oder 

gar analysieren kann. Dennoch kann es hilfreich sein, wenn man sich am Anfang schon 

auf einige Dinge konzentriert, über die man nachher sprechen kann. Deshalb enthält 

dieser Beobachtungsbogen ein paar Anregungen und Vorschläge. Selbstverständlich 

kann das durch eigene Ideen ergänzt werden. Bitte notiere Dir zu den Punkten kurz ein 

paar Stichwörter. 

 

1. From which (time) perspective is the story told? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Why does Lester feel like being in a coma?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How can the friendship between Jane and Angela be described? 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What “two faces” does Carolyn have? 

 

 

 

 

5. Why does Frank shot Lester? 
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